
Terms of Sale for the Tapping Into Wealth Coach Training Program 

Unconditional Guarantee: 
I offer a full, unconditional, no questions asked 100% satisfied or your money back, 
guarantee. That means you can join today, get access to the program, start learning the 
processes, do the exercises, and experience the clearing as you practice with the other 
trainees...and work with actual clients, and if 15 days from now you’re not 100% thrilled 
and 100% sure this is the best decision you ever made, then just send us an email at 
support@margaretmlynch.com and We’ll promptly refund every penny, no questions 
asked. 

General Terms of the Conditional Guarantee: 

After you complete the certification process, and consistently implement all the tools 
and techniques taught and provided to attract and enroll clients, if within two months of 
having obtained your certification, you haven’t made at least TWICE your investment 
back with paid clients since joining, then complete our Conditional Guarantee 
Cancellation and Refund Request Process using the form to formally request a refund 
and cancellation. 

Approval of a refund and cancellation is contingent on you providing proof that you 
satisfy the specific conditions of making a good faith consistent effort to attract and 
enroll clients and I will refund your tuition in full and cancel your membership. 

Our primary goal is for you to thrive and earn well as a coach and get a great return on 
your investment. When it comes to earning, learning the coaching skills are not 
enough, you must take the specific steps outlined below to have paying clients. 

If you are having trouble earning, please reach out and let us support you. Sometimes 
there is a simple change in the way you are making offers that create a big impact on 
your income. 

But in the unlikely event that you have consistently learned and practiced all the 

modules and consistently implemented all the tools and strategies for client attraction 

and enrollment AND completed your certification and have not earned twice your 

investment within 2 months after being certified and would like to request the conditional 

guarantee, you will do so using this Cancellation and Refund Request Process and 

Form. 

Your request and everything you complete on this form (including your recordings) will 

be reviewed by our team both to give you feedback on any areas that are contributing to 

your inability to earn quickly and to consider your request. 

 



Specific Terms of the Conditional Guarantee: 

What is meant by “Consistently implement all the tools and 
techniques taught and provided to attract and enroll client”: 

The conditional guarantee is specifically focused on earning $9000-$12,000 in income 

from clients as a Tapping Into Wealth Coach. This is based on doubling the investment 

of the $4997 pay in full price or $6000 payment plan option that has been chosen. 

Because of our commitment to you earning well, the program has a business building kit 

completely focused for client attraction and enrollment included. 

Specifically, in addition to the skills training on how to coach clients, the Program 

includes a complete marketing kit, teaching, tools and approaches that must be learned, 

and implemented consistently in order to attract and enroll paying clients. 

These tools provided, both in audio training and detailed handouts, include: 

• The Captivate from the Start Script to introduce yourself to potential clients 

• Identifying your “Rockstar Client” avatar to focus your energy and messaging on 

paying clients 

• 2 completely scripted and proven “Speak to Sell” style (the Money Map talk and 

Outrageous Goals talks) used with the fully scripted transition and offer for CSA 

sessions at the end 

• The Scripted CSA offer for your website or Facebook page 

• Detailed Training on creating your offers and packages 

• The detailed training and scripting for running powerful and value packed CSA 

conversations for high conversation into sales. 

• 12 proven content articles and topics provided to create compelling content 

articles for blogs, newsletters or interview topics 

• 12 proven content articles and topics provided to create compelling content 

videos for youtube and facebook live 

• Complete webinar sales package including the slides and script of the Money 

Map webinar, offer and details on a 6 part live group program offer, and all 

emails and webpage to market the program. 

How many clients does it take to earn approximately $9000- $12,000? 

There are many ways to earn from group programs to individual sessions and packages 

of sessions. For the purposes of this conditional guarantee, the most basic way to earn 

is by enrolling individual clients. 

In order to make approximately $9000 – $12,000, you would to need to enroll 9 -12 

clients at $1000/each or 18-24 clients at $500 each. 

 



This means you will likely need to do 50-60 CSA’s depending on your pricing and your 

“close rate”. 

How do I have a high close rate in my CSA ? 

In order to have a high close rate in your Clarity Strategy Action conversations you need 

to use the highly effective and comprehensive training and detailed scripting provided in 

the CSA training AND have offers of packages that are irresistible following the detailed 

training on creating offers and packages. 

How do you get 50-60 CSA’s booked? 

In order to get 50-60 CSA’s booked you would need to consistently market yourself 

using the done for you tools provided so that approximately 600- 1000 people hear your 

messaging through networking, talks and targeted free content. 

NOTE: However, many of the Tapping Into Wealth Coaches find that giving fully 

scripted proven talks (2 are provided) results in 20-50% of the room signing up for 

CSA’s with clients who are more primed and ready to convert. Based on that if you give 

5 talks and have 15 attendees per talk, and 5 sign up for CSA in each talk, you would 

have 25 strong CSA’s just from giving the 5 talks alone. 

How do you get yourself exposed to 600-1000 people? 

Exposure of you and your message to 1000 people is easily done by using all of the 

tools and resources provided. Because they are “done for you” in terms of scripting, 

and you don’t have to figure them all out on your own, these can be done immediately 

during your training. 

• attending at least 16 networking events and introducing yourself using the proven 

scripted Captivate from the Start Statement. 

• Giving at least 5 live free talks using the scripted talks with the scripted CSA 

offer. 

• Creating a minimum of 8 articles for newsletter/blog using the articles and topics 

provided. 

• Creating a minimum of 8 videos for facebook and youtube using the articles and 

topics provided. 

• Giving at least 2 free webinars to offer the 6 part program, all of which are 

provide from webinar slides, scripting and program offer and details. 

What is the process of requesting the Program Cancellation and 

Refund offered by the Conditional Guarantee Process? 

 



The Process to request the conditional guarantee begins by filling out the Request for 
Cancellation and Refund Form and emailing it to v y t y c .c , 

t y t y c .c  and margaret@margaretmlynch.com. 

Overview of the 3 Parts of the Form: 
Part 1: Attest and Verify 

You have implemented the Client Attraction and Enrollment training and materials 
provided in the program and bonuses: 

The form requires you to verify that in addition to receiving your certification, you can 
demonstrate and provide proof where applicable that you consistently implemented the 
specific strategies provided and taught in the program to Attract and Enroll clients. (see 
form for full list) 

This will be reviewed in consideration of 1. supporting you in shifting into successfully 
earning and 2. honoring your refund request. 

Part 2: Coaches Review of recordings of your audio submissions. 

The form requires you to provide the links to all the audio recordings required for 
certification. 

Part 3: Confirm Termination of Program 

The form also asks you to confirm your agreement to termination of Program 

Membership, Access, Directory listing, certification, and privileges as a Tapping Into 

Wealth Coach as well as forfeiting the use of logo’s, marketing materials and tools. 

Destroying of Program Materials: 

It also asks you to confirm that if your request of Cancellation and Refund is approved, 
all materials downloaded associated with the Tapping Into Wealth Coach Training 
program will be destroyed, including the audio training modules, transcripts, handouts, 
client handouts, scripted talks, video scripts, logos, content suggestions for Tapping Into 
Wealth coaches, and press kit and certification logo and bonuses. In addition, all 
materials associated with the Tapping Into Wealth Transformation Program itself and 
the marketing materials including powerpoint slides and webinar and program offering 
outline. 
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